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Update on atmospheric neutrinos
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We discuss the impact of recent experimental results on the determination of atmospheric neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters. We use all published results on atmospheric neutrinos, including the preliminary large statis-
tics data of Super-Kamiokande. We reanalyze the data in terms of bothnm→nt andnm→ne channels using
new improved calculations of the atmospheric neutrino flux. We compare the sensitivity attained in atmo-
spheric neutrino experiments with those of accelerator and reactor neutrino oscillation searches, including the
recent CHOOZ experiment. We briefly comment on the implications of atmospheric neutrino data in relation
to future searches for neutrino oscillations with long baselines, such as the K2K, MINOS, ICARUS, and NOE
experiments.@S0556-2821~98!02215-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric neutrinos are produced in cascades initia
by collisions of cosmic rays with the Earth’s atmosphere@1#.
Some of the mesons produced in these cascades, m
pions and kaons, decay into electron and muon neutrinos
anti-neutrinos. The predicted absolute fluxes of neutri
produced by cosmic-ray interactions in the atmosphere
uncertain at the 20% level. The ratios of neutrinos of diff
ent flavor are however expected to be accurate to better
5%. Sincene is produced mainly from the decay chainp
→mnm followed by m→enmne , one naively expects a 2:
ratio of nm to ne . In practice, however, the expected ratio
muon-like interactions to electron-like interactions in ea
experiment is more uncertain@2,3#.

Several experiments have observed atmospheric neu
interactions. Two underground experiments, Kamiokan
@4,5# and IMB @6#, use water-Cherenkov detectors. The
experiments have detected a ratio ofnm-induced events to
ne-induced events smaller than the expected one@3#. In par-
ticular Kamiokande has performed separate analyses for
sub-GeV neutrinos@4# and multi-GeV neutrinos@5#, which
show the same deficit. Although some of the experime
such as Fre´jus @7# and NUSEX@8#, have not found evidence
for this anomaly, and others, e.g. Soudan2, are not yet c
clusive, the recent Super-Kamiokande data@9# provides
strong support for an atmospheric muon neutrino defi
This encourages us to reconsider the analysis of atmosp
neutrino data from the point of view of a neutrino oscillatio
interpretation. The recent improved data sample of Sup
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Kamiokande now has better statistics than achieved in
whole Kamiokande phase.

We also include the new data of Soudan2@10# in our
analysis. These new data as well as the previous experim
tal results are summarized in Table I. HereRm/e /Rm/e

MC de-
notes the double ratio of experimental-to-expected ratio
muon-like to electron-like events. The expected ratioRm/e

MC is
obtained by folding a prediction for the atmospheric neutr
flux with the properties of every individual detector throug
a Monte Carlo~MC! procedure.

Apart from studying the impact of the new data, our m
tivation for the present reanalysis of atmospheric neutr
data is theoretical. In this regard, we first of all include t
results of a recent calculation of the atmospheric neutr
fluxes as a function of zenith angles@11#, including the muon
polarization effect@12#. Moreover, we develop an indepen
dent procedure for the comparison of results from differ
experiments. We demonstrate that our theoretical calcula
of the energy distribution of the event rates is in good agr
ment with the MC expectations. The comparison of the
perimental results presented below thus reflects the sig
cance of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly and provi
evidence for neutrino oscillations.

In this paper we analyze the impact of recent experim
tal results on atmospheric neutrinos from Super-Kamioka
and Soudan2 on the determinations of atmospheric neut

e
ail

TABLE I. Results from the atmospheric neutrino experiments

Experiment Rm/e /Rm/e
MC

Super-Kamiokande sub-GeV 0.63560.03560.053
Super-Kamiokande multi-GeV 0.60460.06560.065
Soudan2 0.6160.1460.07
IMB 0.5560.11
Kamiokande sub-GeV 0.660.09
Kamiokande multi-GeV 0.5960.1
Fréjus 1.0660.23
Nusex 0.9660.3
© 1998 The American Physical Society04-1
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M. C. GONZALEZ-GARCIA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 033004
oscillation parameters, both for thenm→nt and nm→ne
channels. In so doing we take into account recent theore
improvements in flux calculations and neutrino-nucle
cross sections. The new Super-Kamiokande data produ
downwards shift in the allowed (sin2 2u,Dm2) region, when
compared with pre-Super-Kamiokande results. Neverthe
we show that thenm→ne oscillation hypothesis is barel
consistent with the recent negative result of the CHOOZ
actor @13#. The sensitivity attained in atmospheric neutri
observations in thenm→nt channel is also compared wit
those of accelerator neutrino oscillation searches, for
ample at E776 and E531, as well as the present CHOR
@33# and NOMAD results@34# in addition to the future ex-
periments being discussed at present.

II. ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINO FLUXES

A contemporary calculation of the atmospheric neutr
fluxes consists of a Monte Carlo procedure that folds
measured energy spectra and chemical composition of
cosmic ray flux at the top of the atmosphere with the pr
erties of hadronic interaction with the light atmospheric n
clei. Since the properties of the secondary mesons are
tremely well known, the accuracy of the calculation
determined by the uncertainty of the two sets
assumptions—about the primary cosmic ray flux and ab
the hadronic interactions on light nuclei.

In order to avoid the uncertainty in the absolute mag
tude of the cosmic ray flux experiments measure the ratio
electron to muon neutrinos, which is very stable in differe
calculations. The absolute normalization of the atmosph
neutrino flux is still very important for the interpretation o
the observed muon neutrino deficit. If it turns out that t
measured numbers of electron–like interactions agree
the predictions and there is an absolute deficit of muon–
interactions, the causes must benm disappearance. If experi
ments measure the right amount ofnm and an excessively
large number ofne there must be a reason forne appearance
such asnm→ne oscillations or a background process th
generatesne or e6 events in the detectors.

We use the new neutrino flux calculations of the Bar
group @11# which are performed with an updated version
the TARGET interaction event generator. The cosmic
flux model is discussed in detail in Ref.@11#. The treatment
of the hadronic collisions is very similar to that in earli
calculations@14#. There are only minor improvements in th
treatment of the resonant region for low energy collisio
and in the cross section for production ofLK pairs above
1000 GeV. The improvements in the low energy~2–3 GeV!
range slightly affects the fluxes of 100–300 MeV neutrin
while the kaon spectra at high energy change the neutrin
anti-neutrino ratios above 100 GeV and thus mostly aff
the predictions for the flux of upward going neutrino induc
muons.

In the absence of geomagnetic effects the fluxes of G
neutrinos are practically the same as those of Ref.@14#. A
much more significant difference is introduced by the i
proved treatment of the geomagnetic effects@15#. The prob-
ability of low rigidity cosmic rays penetrating the atmo
03300
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sphere and producing neutrinos is calculated using a real
model of the geomagnetic field, accounting for the shad
of the Earth. As a result the neutrino fluxes at experimen
locations with a high geomagnetic cutoff, such as Kamio
are significantly lower than in Ref.@14#. At high geomag-
netic latitudes the new fluxes are comparable to the orig
ones.

This new set of fluxes, as well as the original one, belon
to a group~together with the calculation of Ref.@16#! of
atmospheric neutrino flux predictions of relatively high ma
nitude. The expected magnitude of the atmospheric neutr
was discussed by the authors of different predictions@17#
who identified the reason for the differences in the treatm
of the nuclear target effect in the hadronic collisions in t
atmosphere. Calculations that assume that pion multiplici
in pp and pAir collisions are similar@18# predict low neu-
trino flux magnitudes. The event generator TARGET p
duces pion multiplicity that is higher by a factor of;1.6 in
pAir interactions above the resonant region.

The muon fluxes at different atmospheric depths gen
ated with the same code as the new neutrino fluxes w
compared to the measurements of the MASS experim
@19#. The predicted altitude profile of muons with energ
above 1 GeV agrees with the measured one extremely w

III. ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINO CROSS SECTIONS
AND EVENT DISTRIBUTIONS

For each experiment the expected number ofm-like and
e-like events,Na

0 , a5m,e, in the absence of oscillations ca
be computed as

Na
05NtTE d2Fa

dEnd~cosun!
ka~h,cosun ,En!

3
ds

dEa
«~Ea!dEndEad~cosun!dh, ~1!

where Nt is the number of protons in target andT is the
exposure time. HereEn is the neutrino energy andFa is the
flux of atmospheric neutrinos of typea5m,e; Ea is the final
charged lepton energy and«(Ea) is the detection efficiency
for such a charged lepton;s is the neutrino-nucleon interac
tion cross section,nN→N8l ; un is the angle between th
vertical direction and neutrinos~cosun51 corresponds to the
downward direction!. For some experiments, such as Fre´jus,
we also include neutral current events which are miside
fied as charged current ones. In Eq.~1! ka is the distribution
of h which is the slant distance from the production point
the sea level fora type neutrinos with energyEn and a zenith
angleun . We took the distribution from Ref.@20# which is
normalized as

E ka~h,cosun ,En!dh51. ~2!

As discussed in Sec. II, the neutrino fluxes, in particu
in the sub-GeV range, depend on the solar activity. In or
4-2
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UPDATE ON ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 033004
to take this fact into account we use in Eq.~1! and also in
Sec. IV the averaged neutrino flux defined as follows:

Fa[cmaxFa
max1cminFa

min , ~3!

where Fa
max and Fa

min are the atmospheric neutrino fluxe
when the sun is most active~solar maximum! and quiet~so-
lar minimum!, respectively. The coefficientscmax and cmin
(512cmax) are determined according to the running peri
of each experiment assuming that the flux changes line
with time between solar maximum and minimum. This is
first order correction for the solar modulation of the prima
cosmic ray flux which has not been included in previo
analyses.

A. Cross sections

In order to determine the expected event rates for
various experiments we use the neutrino-nucleon cross
tions presented in Fig. 1. We consider separately the co
butions to the cross section from the exclusive channel
lower multiplicity, quasi-elastic scattering and single pi
production, and include all additional channels as part of
deep inelastic~DIS! cross section@21#:

sCC5sQE1s1p1sDIS . ~4!

The quasi-elastic cross section for a neutrino with energyEn

is given by@22#

dsQE

duq2u ~nn→l 2p!5
M2GF

2 cos2 uc

8pEn
2

3FA1~q2!2A2~q2!
s2u

M2

1A3~q2!
~s2u!2

M4 G ~5!

wheres2u54MEn1q22ml
2 ; M is the proton mass,ml is

the charged lepton mass andq2 is the momentum transfer
For np→l 1n, the same formula applies with the chan
A2→2A2 . The functionsA1 , A2 , andA3 can be written in
terms of axial and vector form factors,

FIG. 1. Neutrino-nucleon cross sections used in this paper.
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2 2q2

4M2 F S 42
q2

M2D uFAu22S 41
q2

M2D uFV
1 u2

2
q2

M2 ujFV
2 u2S 11

q2

4M2D2
4q2

M2 Re~FV
1!jFV

2 !

2
ml

2

M2 ~ uFV
11jFV

2 u21uFAu2!G ~6!

A252
q2

M2 Re@FA
!~FV

11jFV
2 !#

A35
1

4 S uFAu21uFV
1 u22

q2

4M2 ujFV
2 u2D ,

where we have neglected second order currents and we
assumed CVC~conservation of vector current!. With this
assumption all form factors are real and can be written a

FV
1~q2!5S 12

q2

4M2D 21S 12
q2

MV
2 D 22

3F12
q2

4M2 ~11mp2mn!G
~7!

jFV
2~q2!5S 12

q2

4M2D 21S 12
q2

MV
2 D 22

~mn2mp!

FA5FA~0!S 12
q2

MA
2 D 22

.

mp and mn are the proton and neutron anomalous magn
moments and the vector mass,MV

250.71 GeV2, is measured
with high precision in electron scattering experiments. T
largest uncertainties in this calculation are associated w
the axial form factor. In our simulation we useFA(0)5
21.23 which is known from neutron beta decay. The ax
mass used by the different collaborations varies in the ra
MA

250.71– 1.06 GeV2.
So far we have neglected nuclear effects. The most

portant of such effects is due to the Pauli principle. Follo
ing Ref. @22# we include it by using a simple Fermi ga
model. In this approximation the cross section of a bou
nucleon is equal to the cross section of a free nucleon m
tiplied by a factor (12N21D). For neutrons,

D5Z for 2z<u2v,

D5
1

2
AF12

3z

4
~u21v2!1

z3

3
1

3

32z
~u22v2!2G

for u2v<2z<u1v, ~8!

D50 for 2z>u1v

with z5@A(q21ml
2 )2/(4M2)2q2#/(2kf

2), u5(2N/A)1/3,
andv5(2Z/A)1/3. HereA,Z,N are the nucleon, proton an
neutron numbers andkf is the Fermi momentum,kf
4-3
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FIG. 2. The expected energy distribution of sub-GeV events~histogram! compared with our prediction~full line!.
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50.225(0.26), for oxygen~iron!. For protons, the same for
mula applies with the exchangeN↔Z. The effect of this
factor is to decrease the cross section. The decrease is l
for a smaller neutrino energy. For energies above 1 GeV
nuclear effects lead to an 8% decrease on the quasi-el
cross section.

For a single pion production we use the model of Fo
and Nardulli@23# which includes hadronic masses belowW
51.4 GeV. Deep inelastic cross sections are usu
described in terms of the variablesy512El /En and
03300
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x52q2/(2MEny). In the parton model

dsDIS

dxdy S n

n̄ D 5
GF

2sx

4p
@F17F31~F16F3!~12y!2# ~9!

whereF1 and F3 are given in terms of the parton distribu
tions. For isoscalar targetsF152( i(qi1q̄i) andF35( i(q̄i
2qi). In order to avoid double counting we follow the ap
proach of Ref.@21# and we integrate the deep inelastic co
4-4
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UPDATE ON ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINOS PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 033004
tribution in the regionW.Wc which implies 2MEny(1
2x)>Wc

22M2 whereWc51.4 GeV.
The final necessary ingredients are the detector effic

cies given by the experiments. These are, in general, fu
tions of the incident neutrino energy and the detected lep
energy and flavor. We took these efficiencies from Refs.@25#
for Kamiokande sub-GeV and IMB,@7# for Fréjus, and@8#
for Nusex. The efficiencies for the Kamiokande multi-Ge
and e-like events for Soudan2 are provided by the expe
mentalists and for Soudan2m-like events the efficiencies ar
determined in such a way that the energy distributions
well reproduced. For the Super-Kamiokande we are mak
some approximations based on the information also provi
by the experimentalists, as discussed below.

B. Event distributions

In order to verify the quality of our simulation we com
pare our predictions for the energy distribution of the eve
with the Monte Carlo simulations of the different expe
ments in absence of oscillation. In Fig. 2 we show our p
dictions superimposed with those from the experimen
Monte Carlo simulations for the sub-GeV experiments, K
miokande sub-GeV@4#, IMB @6#, Frejus@7#, Nusex@8# and
Soudan2@10#. We can see that the agreement is very go
No additional normalization of the event rates has been
formed. Our results are in agreement with those of Ref.@24#.

Similarly, in Fig. 3 we show the distribution of the full
contained electron-like events and fully and partially co
tained muon events for the Kamiokande multi-GeV sam
compared with the experimental Monte Carlo predicti
given in Fig. 2 of Ref.@5#. Some comments are necessary.
order to obtain these distributions we have used detailed
perimental efficiencies of Kamiokande for detecting fu
contained and partially contained electron and muon ev

FIG. 3. The expected neutrino energy distribution of Kam
kande Multi-GeV events~dashed histogram! compared with our
prediction~full histogram!.
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@25#. One must take into account that the Monte Carlo d
tributions given in Fig. 2 of Ref.@5# were generated using th
fluxes of Hondaet al. @16# while we used the fluxes of Gais
ser et al. @14#. Thus we have an absolute prediction for t
number of events for Kamiokande multi-GeV data and
their energy distribution which is obtained under the sa
assumptions for the cross sections and neutrino fluxes as
other sub-GeV experiments. For the sake of comparison
also show in Fig. 5~upper two panels! the angular distribu-
tion of the events for Kamiokande multi-GeV data in th
absence of oscillations as obtained from our calculation.

In Fig. 4 we also plot, as in Fig. 2, the expected ene
distribution for Super-Kamiokande sub-GeV and multi-Ge
data@9#. We also plot in Fig. 5 the angular distribution fo
Super-Kamiokande sub-GeV~middle two panels! and multi-
GeV data~lower two panels!. We have used, as an approx
mation, the preliminary acceptances@26# of Super-
Kamiokande for 325.8 days for fully contained events a
293 days for partially contained events as detection effici
cies for final leptons, for sub-GeV as well as multi-GeV da
In order to obtain the angular distribution of expected eve
for the multi-GeV range we have assumed that the lep
direction is the same as the incident neutrino direction. A
tually for the Kamiokande multi-GeV data, the average an
between the incident neutrino and the lepton direction
about 15°. In our calculation we have simulated this diffe
ence by smearing the angular distribution with a Gauss
distribution with a one-sigma width of 15°. As seen in Fig.
the effect of this approximation is small. At this point it
worth noting that the angular distribution for multi-Ge

-

FIG. 4. The expected energy distribution of Super-Kamiokan
events. For the sub-GeV events the histogram represents the
expectation while the full line is our prediction. For the Multi-Ge
events the full histogram is our result while the dashed histog
gives the MC prediction. Both our prediction and the MC predicti
are based on the same flux calculations@11#.
4-5
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M. C. GONZALEZ-GARCIA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 58 033004
electrons in the Super-Kamiokande sample is flatter tha
the Kamiokande data. The main reason for this zenith-an
shape difference is because of the smaller selection
ciency for the 1-ringe-like events at high energy in th

FIG. 5. The expected angular distribution of Kamiokande mu
GeV events and Super-Kamiokande events~dashed histogram! ob-
tained by Monte Carlo simulation by the experimental group co
pared with our predictions~full histogram! and the experimenta
data. We note that in these figures the MC prediction is based
Hondaet al.fluxes@16# whereas ours is based on Bartol fluxes@11#
normalized to the total number of expected events with the Ho
MC fluxes.
03300
in
le
fi-

super-Kamiokande analysis@25#. As a result the mean neu
trino energy was shifted to a lower value and the mean an
between the incident neutrino and the lepton direction
came larger. We have simulated this effect by increasing
one-sigma width of the smearing Gaussian to 25° for
super-Kamiokande multi-GeV electrons which effective
flattens the angular distribution as seen in Fig. 5.

On the other hand, for events in the sub-GeV range
have carefully taken into account the difference between
incoming neutrino angle and the detected charged lep
scattering angle which is a function of the incoming neutri
energy. As can be seen in Fig. 5 this leads to a much fla
expected angular distribution for the sub-GeV neutrinos,
agreement with the prediction from the experimental M
results.

We also estimate the expected the ratio in the absenc
oscillation as

Rm/e
0 5

Nm
0

Ne
0 , ~10!

whereNm
0 and Ne

0 are computed by Eq.~1!. In Table II we
present our prediction for the expected ratio in the absenc
oscillations for the various experiments and compare it w
the expected MC results@4–10#. Table II also displays our
prediction for the expected ratio for the Kamiokande mu
GeV and Super-Kamiokande zenith angle distribution. W
see that the agreement betweenRm/e

MC and our predictionRm/e
0

is very good for most of the experiments.

IV. ATMOSPHERIC NEUTRINO DATA FITS

We now consider the simplest interpretation of the atm
spheric neutrino anomaly in terms of the neutrino oscillat
hypothesis. For definiteness we assume a two-flavor osc
tion scenario, in which thenm oscillates into another flavor
eithernm→ne or nm→nt .

-

-

n

a

C
TABLE II. Our predictions for the ratio (Nm
0 /Ne

0) in the absence of oscillations compared to the M
expectations (Nm

MC/Ne
MC) from each experimental group.

Nm
MC

Ne
MC

Nm
0

Ne
0

Nm
MC

Ne
MC

Nm
0

Ne
0

Fréjus 1.9 1.8 Super-Kamiokande~sub-GeV! 1.6 1.6
Kamiokande~sub-GeV! 1.55 1.6 Bin1 1.7 1.6
IMB 1.1 1.1 Bin2 1.6 1.5
Soudan2 1.05 1.1 Bin3 1.5 1.5
Nusex 1.9 1.8 Bin4 1.5 1.6
Kamiokande~multi-GeV! 2.3 2.4 Bin5 1.7 1.5
Bin1 3.1 3.1 Super-Kamiokande~multi-GeV! 3.2 3.0
Bin2 2.4 2.4 Bin1 3.8 3.4
Bin3 2.1 2.0 Bin2 2.8 2.8
Bin4 2.4 2.4 Bin3 3.2 2.8
Bin5 3.2 3.2 Bin4 2.9 2.8

Bin5 4.2 3.5
4-6
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A. Data analysis procedure

In the presence of two-flavor neutrino oscillations, t
expected number ofm and e-like events,Na , a5m,e is
given by

Nm5Nmm
0 ^Pmm&1Nem

0 ^Pem&, Ne5Nee
0 ^Pee&1Nme

0 ^Pme&,
~11!
s
u-
u

ed

no

o

al

,

th

rie
th
tri
l
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where

Nab
0 5NtTE d2Fa

dEnd~cosun!
kb~h,cosun ,En!

3
ds

dEb
«~Eb!dEndEbd~cosun!dh ~12!

and
^Pab&5
NtT

Nab
0 E d2Fa

dEnd~cosun!
kb~h,cosun ,En!Pab

ds

dEb
«~Eb!dEndEbd~cosun!dh. ~13!
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Here Pab is the oscillation probability ofnb→na for given
values of Enb

, cosun and h, i.e., Pab[P(nb

→na ;Enb
,cosun ,h).

We note that for thenm→ne channel, Earth matter effect
lead to oscillation probabilities which are different for ne
trinos and anti-neutrinos. Therefore, we separately comp
Pab in Eq. ~13! in order to correctly estimate the expect
number of events in each experiment~see Sec. IV B for more
discussion!.

When combining the results of the experiments we do
make use of the double ratio,Rm/e /Rm/e

MC , but instead we
treat thee and m-like data separately, taking carefully int
account the correlation of errors. Following Ref.@27# we
definex2 as

x2[(
I ,J

~NI
data2NI

theory!•~sdata
2

1s theory
2 ! IJ

21
•~NJ

data2NJ
theory!, ~14!

where I and J stand for any combination of experiment
data set and type of events considered, i.e,I 5(A,a) and J
5(B,b) where, A,B5Fréjus, Kamiokande sub-GeV
IMB, . . . anda,b5e,m. In Eq. ~14! NI

theory is the predicted
number of events calculated by Eq.~11! whereasNI

data is the
number of observed events. In Eq.~14! sdata

2 ands theory
2 are

the error matrices containing the experimental errors and
MC errors respectively. They can be written as

s IJ
2 [sa~A!rab~A,B!sb~B!, ~15!

whererab(A,B) stands for the correlation between thea-
like events in theA-type experiment andb-like events in the
B-type experiment, whereassa(A) andsb(B) are the errors
for the number ofa and b-like events inA and B experi-
ments, respectively. The dimension of the error matrix va
depending on the combination of experiments included in
analysis. For each individual experiment, the error ma
has a dimension of 232 whereas for the full experimenta
data set with binning~20 data for each flavor! its dimension
is 40340.
te

t

e

s
e
x

With this procedure of separately treating thee-like and
m-like data with the correlation of errors, we avoid the no
Gaussian nature of the double ratio, as pointed out in R
@27#.

We computerab(A,B) as in Ref.@27#. A detailed discus-
sion of the errors and correlations used in our analysis ca
found in the Appendix. In Table III we show the values ofx2

and the confidence level in the absence of oscillation. In
analysis, we have conservatively assumed a 30% uncerta
regarding the absolute neutrino flux, in order to generou
account for the spread of neutrino flux predictions in diffe
ent calculations.1

Next we minimize thex2 function in Eq.~14! and deter-
mine the allowed region in the sin2 2u2Dm2 plane, for a
given confidence level, defined as

x2[xmin
2 14.61~9.21! for 90~99!% C.L. ~16!

B. nµ˜ne channel

The results of ourx2 fit of atmospheric neutrino data
obtained at the various individual water-Cerenkov and ir
calorimeter detectors for thenm→ne channel are shown in
Fig. 6. The allowed regions for each experiment lie to t
right of the corresponding labeled line, except for the ne
tive Frejus and Nusex experiments which are marked w
the left-pointing arrows in the figure. So far we have n
included in the above analysis the constraints that arise f
the inclusion of the angular dependence of the data in
Kamiokande multi-GeV data as well as the Sup
Kamiokande data. In the right hand panel of Fig. 6 we sh
how the binned results of Kamiokande and Sup
Kamiokande give rise to a region of oscillation paramet
that cuts out the largeDm2 values. Moreover one can se
that the Super-Kamiokande binned sub-GeV data yield
somewhat lower value ofDm2 than the multi-GeV data.

1For a brief discussion of the effect of the assumed flux uncert
ties, see Sec. V.
4-7
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The effects of combining all atmospheric neutrino da
from the various experiments for thenm→ne channel are
shown in Fig. 7. This figure show the allowednm→ne oscil-
lation parameters for all experiments combined at 90
99% C.L. For comparison we have also plotted in Fig. 7
presently excluded region from reactor experiments, Kras
yarsk@30#, Bugey@31# and the recent CHOOZ long-baselin
result @13#.

We have so far neglected Earth matter effects@28#, both
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. In order to take into account the ea
matter effect in our analysis we have separately compu
by numerical integration, the oscillation probabilities,P(nm

→ne)5P(ne→nm) and P( n̄m→ n̄e)5P( n̄e→ n̄m). This is
necessary, since the matter effect distinguishes neutr
from anti-neutrinos. We have used the approximate anal
expression for the electron density profile in the Earth
tained in Ref.@29#. In order to save computation~CPU! time
we have neglected the matter effect for neutrino oscillat
parameters in the range

Dm2

E
.10211 eV, ~17!

FIG. 6. The allowednm→ne oscillation parameters at 90% C.L
for each individual experiment neglecting Earth matter effects.

TABLE III. Values of x2 and confidence levels for each expe
ment in the absence of oscillations. For unbinned data the num
of degrees of freedom is 2 while for combined binned data it is

Experiment x2 C.L. ~%!

Fréjus 0.56 24.4
IMB 8.4 98.5
Soudan2 5.7 94.2
Nusex 0.39 17.7
Kamiokande sub-GeV 12.5 99.8
Kamiokande multi-GeV unbinned 8.7 98.7
Kamiokande multi-GeV binned 18.2 94.8
Super-Kamiokande sub-GeV unbinned 21.5 99.7
Super-Kamiokande sub-GeV binned 27.2 100.0
Super-Kamiokande multi-GeV unbinned 10. 99.3
Super-Kamiokande multi-GeV binned 27.9 99.8
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since the maximum value of the matter potential~at the Earth
center! is, at most,

Vmatter;10212 eV, ~18!

and the matter effect on the probability is small if conditio
Eq. ~17! is satisfied.

In Fig. 8 we show the allowednm→ne oscillation param-
eters for each individual experiment including Earth mat
effects. As in Fig. 6 the allowed regions for each experim
lie to the right of the corresponding labeled line, except
the negative Fre´jus and Nusex experiments which a
marked with the left-pointing arrows in the figure. Unlike th
previous case where matter effects were neglected, a no
able new feature in this case is that the Super-Kamioka
multi-GeV data now allows largeDm2 values, even if bin-
ning is taken into account. The allowednm→ne oscillation
parameters for the Super-Kamiokande binned data comb
at 90 and 99% C.L. including Earth matter effects in sho
in Fig. 9. An interesting feature to note here is that by add
the matter effects the allowed regions lie higher inDm2 than
when matter effects are neglected. This is because
smallerDm2, i.e. whenDm2 cos 2u/2E is much smaller than
Vmatter, the effective conversion amplitude sin2 2um where
um is the mixing angle in matter, is smaller than that of t
vacuum one, i.e. sin2 2u. In other words, in this region mat
ter suppresses the conversion and it becomes harder to fi
the atmospheric neutrino anomaly.

The allowednm→ne oscillation parameters for all exper
ments combined at 90 and 99% C.L. including Earth ma
effects is shown in Fig. 10. Again one can see that by add
the matter effects the allowed regions lift higher inDm2 than
when matter effects are neglected. We found the bes
point at (sin2 2u,Dm2);(0.97,2.631023 eV2) where xmin

2

562.7 for 40 degrees of freedom. We would like to point o

FIG. 7. The allowednm→ne oscillation parameters for all ex
periments combined at 90 and 99% C.L. neglecting Earth ma
effects. For a comparison we also plot the presently excluded re
from reactor experiments.

er
.
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that at this stage the weight of the experiments with nega
results~NUSEX and Fre´jus! is small enough not to modify
the x2 per degree of freedom~xmin

2 554.2 for 36 degrees o
freedom when these experiments are removed!.

It is instructive at this stage to compare the region de
mined by the atmospheric neutrino data fit with the prese
excluded region from reactor experiments@31#. The inclu-
sion of the matter effects becomes especially relevant w
one makes a comparison with the long baseline reactor
trino data, such as the recent data of CHOOZ@13#. One sees

FIG. 8. The allowednm→ne oscillation parameters at 90% C.L
for each individual experiment including Earth matter effects.

FIG. 9. The allowednm→ne oscillation parameters for the Su
perkamiokande experiment combined at 90 and 99% C.L. includ
Earth matter effects. The cross represents the best fit point.
03300
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that at 90% C.L. thenm to ne oscillation channel is ruled ou
as a solution of the atmospheric neutrino anomaly.

C. nm˜nt channel

The results of ourx2 fit of atmospheric neutrino data
obtained from the data of individual experiments for thenm
→nt channel are shown in Fig. 11. The allowed regions
each experiment lie to the right of the corresponding labe
line, except for the negative Fre´jus and Nusex experiments
In the left part in Fig. 11 we have not included the co
straints that arise from the inclusion of the angular dep

g

FIG. 10. The allowednm→ne oscillation parameters for all ex
periments combined at 90~solid! and 99% C.L.~dashed! including
Earth matter effects. For a comparison we also plot the prese
excluded region from reactor experiments. The cross represent
best fit point.

FIG. 11. The allowednm→nt oscillation parameters at 90%
C.L. for each individual experiment.
4-9
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dence of the data in the Kamiokande multi-GeV data as w
as in the Super-Kamiokande data.

It is instructive to compare the results obtained for t
Kamiokande data with those obtained by including the rec
Super-Kamiokande data. In Fig. 12 we show the allow
nm→nt oscillation parameters for Kamiokande and Kam
kande plus Super-Kamiokande combined. Some features
worth remarking. For example, the inclusion of the unbinn
Super-Kamiokande data to the corresponding Kamioka
data leads to the exclusion of large mixing in the largeDm2

region. On the other hand the inclusion of Sup
Kamiokande binned data leads to a substantially smaller
gion obtained from the Kamiokande full data sample, refle
ing a real improvement.

In Fig. 13 we give the allowednm→nt oscillation param-
eters for Super-Kamiokande combined at 90 and 99% C
while in Fig. 14 we display the allowednm→nt oscillation
parameters for all experiments combined at 90 and 99% C
By comparing Fig. 13 with Fig. 14 one can see the weigh
the Super-Kamiokande data sample in the total data sam
collected by all experiments. We find that the best fit poi
lie at (sin2 2u,Dm2);(1,1.331023 eV2) with xmin

2 514.4
for the 20 degrees of freedom, for Super-Kamiokande o
and (sin2 2u,Dm2);(1,1.231023 eV2) with xmin

2 566.6 for
the 40 degrees of freedom, for all combined. The global fi
all experiments is still slightly better for thenm→ne channel.
However, the difference between the quality of the fit f
both channels is smaller now than in the pre-Sup
Kamiokande era, due to the angular distribution of Sup
Kamiokande multi-GeV data which strongly favors thenm
→nt channel.

The result of including the information on the zeni
angle distribution of the events in thenm to nt fit is clearly to

FIG. 12. The allowednm→nt oscillation parameters at 90%
C.L. for Kamiokande and Kamiokande plus Superkamiokande c
bined.
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cut the large values ofDm2, as can be seen in all figure
namely Fig. 11, Fig. 12, Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

One point worth noting is that the inclusion of the ne
Super-Kamiokande data produces a downward shift in
(sin2 2u,Dm2) region, when compared with pre-Supe
Kamiokande fits. The importance of the information o
tained from the analysis of the atmospheric neutrino d
analysis in relation to the results from accelerator exp
ments such as E776 and E531 and CDHSW@32#, as well as

-
FIG. 13. The allowednm→nt oscillation parameters for Su

perkamiokande combined at 90 and 99% C.L. The cross repres
the best fit point.

FIG. 14. The allowednm→nt oscillation parameters for all ex
periments combined at 90 and 99% C.L. For a comparison we
display the presently excluded region from the accelerator exp
ments CDHSW and CHORUS1NOMAD and future long baseline
experiments. The cross represents the best fit point.
4-10
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TABLE IV. Errors and correlations for both observed data and theory~MC! samples.

Experiment (A) sm
data se

data ~%! rme
data(A,A) sm

theory se
theory ~%! rme

theory(A,A)

Fréjus 10.5 17.9 20.021 31.7 31.9 0.951
Kam sub-GeV 7.1 7.0 20.081 31.7 31.8 0.975
IMB 8.9 7.5 20.374 36.1 36.1 0.947
Nusex 18.4 27.2 20.050 31.7 31.9 0.950
Soudan2 13.5 11.0 20.168 30.8 31.1 0.960
Super-Kam sub-GeV~unbinned! 4.9 4.9 20.042 31.6 31.7 0.978
Super-Kam sub-GeV bin1 9.4 8.3 20.013 31.7 31.8 0.936
Super-Kam sub-GeV bin2 9.0 9.4 20.012 31.7 31.8 0.935
Super-Kam sub-GeV bin3 9.0 8.4 20.013 31.7 31.8 0.936
Super-Kam sub-GeV bin4 8.6 9.1 20.013 31.7 31.8 0.936
Super-Kam sub-GeV bin5 8.3 9.8 20.012 31.7 31.8 0.935
Kam multi-GeV ~unbinned! 9.6 11.0 20.038 31.7 32.0 0.965
Kam multi-GeV bin1 24.0 22.2 20.008 31.8 33.9 0.840
Kam multi-GeV bin2 22.8 23.3 20.008 31.9 32.9 0.869
Kam multi-GeV bin3 18.2 19.1 20.012 31.8 32.6 0.889
Kam multi-GeV bin4 18.8 22.8 20.009 31.9 32.8 0.878
Kam multi-GeV bin5 17.2 33.6 20.007 31.9 33.8 0.838
Super-Kam multi-GeV~unbinned! 7.6 9.5 20.056 31.6 31.9 0.972
Super-Kam multi-GeV bin1 17.9 21.9 20.010 31.7 32.4 0.911
Super-Kam multi-GeV bin2 17.4 18.1 20.013 31.7 32.1 0.920
Super-Kam multi-GeV bin3 12.4 18.9 20.017 31.7 32.1 0.923
Super-Kam multi-GeV bin4 12.2 17.1 20.019 31.7 32.1 0.919
Super-Kam multi-GeV bin5 12.7 19.8 20.016 31.7 32.4 0.909
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CHORUS plus NOMAD combined limits@35#, and the pros-
pects for the future experiments being discussed at pre
can be appreciated in Fig. 14. One sees that the long-bas
experiments planned at KEK~K2K! @36#, Fermilab
~MINOS! @37# and CERN~NOE @38# and ICARUS@39#! fall
short in sensitivity to probe thenm to nt oscillation param-
eters. This is in contrast with the situation in the pre-Sup
Kamiokande days. From this point of view experiments su
as ICARUS and a re-design of experiments such as MIN
would be desired in order to enhance their sensitivity in te
ing the atmospheric neutrino anomaly.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have considered the impact of rec
experimental results on atmospheric neutrinos from Su
Kamiokande and Soudan2 as well as recent theoretical
provements in flux calculations and neutrino-nucleon cr
sections on the determinations of atmospheric neutrino o
lation parameters, both for thenm→nt andnm→ne channels.
The new Super-Kamiokande data cause a downwardshi
the (sin2 2u,Dm2) region, when compared with pre-Supe
Kamiokande results. We have also compared the results
tained in our fits of atmospheric neutrino data with previo
results, as well as with the constraints following from lab
ratory searches for neutrino oscillations, both at accelera
and reactors. For example we have seen that thenm→ne
oscillation hypothesis is barely consistent with the rec
negative result of the CHOOZ reactor@13#. The sensitivity
attained in atmospheric neutrino observations in thenm
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→nt channel is also compared with those of accelerator n
trino oscillation searches, for example at CHORUS a
NOMAD as well as at the future experiments being d
cussed at present. Especially interesting from our point
view are the long-baseline experiments planned at K
~K2K!, Fermilab ~MINOS! and CERN ~NOE, ICARUS!.
However, because of the lowering of the allowe
(sin2 2u,Dm2) region, it is not clear whether a re-design
needed in some of these experiments, for example MIN
in order to enhance their sensitivity in testing the atm
spheric neutrino anomaly.

Note that, throughout this work we have assumed a ra
generous error in the absolute fluxes of atmospheric ne
nos. We have investigated to some extent the effect a
duced error in the fluxes would have in the determination
neutrino oscillation parameters from the present atmosph
neutrino data. We have found no significant effect in t
shape of an allowed region when we changed the assu
error in the fluxes from 30% to 20%. However, we ha
noticed a somewhat significant effect of a more accurate
tio of muon-to-electron events. We have found, for examp
for Super-Kamiokande, that when we decrease the erro
the muon-to-electron-type event ratio from 5%~10%! for
unbinned ~binned! data to 3% ~6%! the allowed region
shrinks by about 10 to 15% sin2 2u, close to 0.7 or so. There
is hardly any effect in theDm2 range determination.
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APPENDIX: CORRELATION OF ERRORS

Here we present the errors and correlations used in
analysis. In Table IV we display the errors and correlatio
rme(A,A) for all the experiments. Data errors and corre
tions contain the experimental statistical errors as well
those due to misidentification as quoted by the experime
In order to computese

theory we take into account@27#, the
flux uncertainty, the MC statistical errors~which depend on
the number of simulated MC events! as well as the cross
sections uncertainties. The flux uncertainty is taken to
30% whereas MC statistical errors are estimated under
assumption that them and e-like events follow a binomial
distribution. Nuclear cross section uncertainties are take
be 10% for all the experiments except for Soudan2 beca
we used the values 7.5% and 6.4% fore-like and m-like
events, respectively@10#.

Data errors between different experiments are assume
be uncorrelated,
ic
K.
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data~A,A!51~a5e,m! for all A,

rab
data~A,B!50~a,b5e,m! if AÞB,

while the theory correlations between different experime
~i.e., for AÞB! are obtained as follows:

rab
theory~A,B!5rab

f lux3
sa

f luxsb
f lux

sa
theory~A!sa

theory~B!
if aÞb,

rab
theory~A,B!5rab

f lux3
sa

f luxsb
f lux

sa
theory~A!sb

theory~B!
if a5b,

where se
f lux5sm

f lux530% andrab
f lux51.000 for a5b. For

aÞb, we userab
f lux50.986(0.944) as determined from th

relation

~sm/e
f lux!25~sm

f lux!21~se
f lux!222rme~sm

f lux!~se
f lux!

after imposing that the uncertainty in the flavor ratiosm/e
f lux

55%(10%) for unbinned~binned! case@27#. Furthermore
we assume that there is no correlation between the sub-
and multi-GeV data.

We note that for both sub-GeV and multi-GeV data,
general,rab

theory(A,B) is not symmetric under the exchang
of the flavor labelsa andb or the experimental labels, i.e.

rab
theory~A,B!Þrba

theory~A,B! if aÞb,

rab
theory~A,B!Þrab

theory~B,A! if AÞB,

but it is symmetric under simultaneous exchange of b
kinds of labelsa, b andA,B,

rab
theory~A,B!5rba

theory~B,A!.
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